Artificial reefs are increasingly used as an active shore protection measure. Nevertheless, the physical processes occuring at these structures are still not well understood. Existing design formulae mostly take into account only the change in wave height over the reef, the energy transfer within the wave spectrum is not considered. Physical model tests on artificial reefs have been performed at Leichtweiß Institute for Hydraulic Engineering, focussing on the energy transfer and on local effects occuring at the reef.
In most existing design concepts for artificial reefs a global approach is adopted. The energy of the wave spectrum in front of the artifical reef is compared to the energy of the spectrum behind the reef by means of the transmission coefficient:
with: k t = transmission coefficient, H i = incoming wave height, H t = transmitted wave height, E i = incoming wave energy, E t = transmitted wave energy.
The fact that the shape of the spectrum is also deformed (Figs.1 & 2) is mostly neglected. Nevertheless, this change of spectral shape can not be neglected for the design of coastal structures, because the frequency of a wave (component) and thereby its period is a measure for the wave celerity, which is determinant for estimating the energy flux.
Experimental Study
At Leichtweiß Institute for Hydraulic Engineering physical model tests at an idealised artificial reef (Fig.3) have been conducted. A rectangular box with different heights (h = 0.4m; 0.5m; 0.6m) and widths (B = 0.5m; 1.0m) placed on the flume bottom has been employed to represent the reef. In total six alternatives were investigated using both regular and irregular waves.
Water level elevations were recorded in front and behind the reef. 
Results

a)
General The generation of secondary wave crests can be clearly observed while the wave pass the reef. All wave recordings were analysed using Fourier spectral analysis, because of the irregularities of the transmitted waves, even if regular waves were generated. Besides a decrease of the spectrum (equivalent wave height) a broadening of the spectrum can be observed (Figs.1 & 2) .
b)
Wave Heights: Transmission coefficients K t were calculated using wave height H m0 directly in front of the reef (array 2) and behind the reef (array 3). The transmitted energy showed a clear dependency of the shallow water non linearity parameter d r /H i (Fig.4) , the Ursell number and two universal non linearity parameters proposed by BEJI (1995) and GODA (1983) The measured results showed a good agreement with a design formula given by NAKAMURA et al. (1966) (Fig.5 ).
c) Wave Period: Observing the evolution of the Fourier based energy spectrum before and behind the reef, normaly no change of the peak period can be observed. Actually, this only indicates that the highest energy remains at the same frequency. An information about the distribution of the energy is not provided.
To overcome this problem the evolution of the wave periods T 01 , T 0-1 , T 02 and T 0-2 as well as the change in the spectral shape parameters µ and following LONGUETT-HIGGINS (1975) have been observed and will be presented in dependence of the afore mentioned non linearity parameters.
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